IMAGING

Point-of-care and point-of-procedure optical imaging technologies for primary care and global health

Stephen A. Boppart1,2,3,4* and Rebecca Richards-Kortum5,6

Leveraging advances in consumer electronics and wireless telecommunications, low-cost, portable optical imaging devices have the potential to improve screening and detection of disease at the point of care in primary health care settings in both low- and high-resource countries. Similarly, real-time optical imaging technologies can improve diagnosis and treatment at the point of procedure by circumventing the need for biopsy and analysis by expert pathologists, who are scarce in developing countries. Although many optical imaging technologies have been translated from bench to bedside, industry support is needed to commercialize and broadly disseminate these from the patient level to the population level to transform the standard of care. This review provides an overview of promising optical imaging technologies, the infrastructure needed to integrate them into widespread clinical use, and the challenges that must be addressed to harness the potential of these technologies to improve health care systems around the world.

MOTIVATION FOR IMAGING AT THE FRONT LINE

Technological advances in imaging and computation have improved the quality of health care. Biomedical imaging, perhaps, represents the most recognized interface between engineering and medicine, improving clinicians’ abilities to screen for and diagnose disease, and monitor the result of treatments. Biomedical imaging modalities are used across many size scales, ranging from whole-body x-ray computed tomography to the cellular and molecular scales by the microscopic investigation of tissue sections in pathology, or immunohistochemical staining of tissue to reveal the presence and distribution of specific molecules. In general, these imaging modalities are used by specialists in radiology and pathology; however, there exists a more general need for all physicians and health care providers the world over to visualize tissue, cells, and molecules to aid in diagnosis at the point of care (PoC) or to guide surgical and medical procedures at the point of procedure (PoP).

The ability to routinely provide image-based data in all resource settings to aid in screening, diagnosis, and treatment monitoring could transform global health care and the systems that provide this care. Optical imaging technologies offer many advantages over radiological instruments, namely, being low-cost and portable yet offering real-time, high-resolution imaging capabilities of tissues, cells, and molecules (1, 2). Currently, there exist numerous techniques and instruments that rely on sensing biophysical, biochemical, or biological components or properties from biological samples, with many being ideally suited for PoC screening and diagnostics. Optical techniques, however, can provide an additional means for imaging these properties or biomarkers, providing multiplexed, spatially resolved information across cell or tissue samples or specimens, as well as providing in vivo screening and diagnostic capabilities. When integrated with mobile cell phone platforms and networks, these image data can be shared remotely with experts for medical decision-making.

The development and dissemination of new PoC/PoP imaging technologies can be beneficial across all countries and health care settings of differing resources and infrastructures. The initial patient encounter, whether it be in a developed or developing country, remains largely the same: an experience between a patient and a health care provider that involves a physical exam; questioning; keen observational, listening, and problem-solving skills; and relatively simplistic instruments, such as the stethoscope or reflex hammer. Somewhat more sophisticated instruments would include the otoscope, ophthalmoscope, and sphygmomanometer. Because the PoC is critical for identifying disease early, an effective strategy would be to apply imaging technology at this front line, where diseases could be detected and appropriate treatment could be initiated more rapidly.

In high-resource settings, primary care is usually provided by physicians or nurse practitioners with ready access to reference laboratories. Delays in receiving diagnostic test results from these laboratories can lead to additional costs and/or delays in initiating treatment. Some patients may be lost to follow-up if they do not return to receive their test results. In low-resource settings, especially in rural areas, there is a shortage of trained medical personnel, and patients may have to travel long distances to receive primary health care. Frontline health care is often provided by community health workers working in settings with intermittent power, limited access to clean water, and essentially no access to central laboratory services (3). It is conceivable that real-time PoC microscopic imaging can be done by community health workers during the initial patient encounter, with compact, low-cost imaging systems that can be linked across cell phone networks and connected to expert providers located miles, countries, or continents away.

In addition to imaging at the PoC, imaging at the PoP offers the opportunity to shift the microscopic assessment of tissues, cells, and molecules from the pathology laboratory to the operating suite, for example, in the case of breast cancer surgery, where surgeons could use real-time feedback to alter their interventional care and reduce reoperation owing to positive margins (4, 5). Even as surgical procedures become more advanced with robotic guidance, there remains a need for imaging to guide and complete the procedures (6). In low-resource settings, pathology services are often unavailable owing to a lack of trained pathologists, histotechnologists, and laboratory equipment. The inability to obtain accurate diagnostic and staging information and
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to assess tumor margins compromises the ability to deliver effective care (7).

Despite differences in infrastructure and resources, the gaps in care for screening, diagnosis, and image-guided interventions or therapy are similar in both low- and high-resource settings (Fig. 1, outer ring). Inadequate screening in primary care settings leads to inappropriate referral, where opportunities for early detection and treatment can be missed, or patients can be unnecessarily referred to a higher level of care, increasing associated costs of care. Inadequate diagnosis can further delay treatment. At the PoP, inadequate treatment worsens outcomes and leads to the need for additional treatment visits. At the population level, poor knowledge of health conditions makes it difficult to plan for the needs of the health care system and to assess whether resources are appropriately deployed. To improve this process of screening, diagnosis, and referrals, there is an opportunity to leverage advances in telecommunications technology and consumer electronics to develop imaging technologies for the PoC/PoP that promote equitable access to health-improving technologies, regardless of the country or resource setting (Fig. 1, inner ring).

Although large medical imaging systems that can only be used in specialty care settings are high in cost, the need at the PoC/PoP is to minimize the cost of the imaging device itself and, more importantly, the per-test cost of the imaging procedure. Cost minimization is particularly important in low-resource settings, where designers must also consider supply chain limitations and the frequent lack of infrastructure (power, water, disinfection protocols, extreme environmental conditions). With networked results, epidemiologic monitoring can be improved and health care systems strengthened. Broad dissemination of such systems to ultimately improve care at the PoC/PoP requires commercialization through industry, philanthropic, or government support. If these goals are met, there is the opportunity to demonstrate a new generation of PoC/PoP imaging platforms that could improve the quality and efficiency of care and reduce health care costs.

This review motivates the need for PoC/PoP imaging technologies, provides representative examples of current technological innovations and applications, outlines steps by which these changes can be financially supported and implemented, and concludes with future challenges and directions. Just as technological advances like genome sequencing and electronic health records have revolutionized the practice and quality of health care, we are at another juncture of opportunity to leverage the convergence of imaging systems with consumer electronics, wireless communication networks, and advanced computation and automation to improve health globally, in all settings.

**POINT-OF-CARE PLATFORMS**

PoC imaging is an alternative approach to laboratory-based analyses that provide diagnostic information in an outpatient setting, thereby reducing the time and infrastructure necessary for clinical decision-making (8). In resource-limited settings, PoC testing offers important clinical benefits, including reduced clinical infrastructure and fewer patients lost to follow-up. Nevertheless, it is essential that the benefits outweigh the costs of PoC testing, especially in settings where there are limited economic and personnel resources. Recognizing this need, the World Health Organization (WHO) called for PoC tests to meet specific ASSURED criteria: Affordable, Sensitive, Specific, User-friendly, Rapid and robust, Equipment-free, and Deliverable to end-users (9). Additional criteria for an ideal PoC test in resource-limited settings are that it allows quick decision-making, can be used at the clinical PoC by health care workers, is of low average cost per test, provides result during the clinic visit, has acceptable test efficacy, and is cost-effective (8). Here, we list some platforms that have shown great promise for fulfilling the above criteria.

**Microscopy**

To meet these needs, several imaging-based PoC diagnostic tools have been developed and translated into PoC applications. Leveraging advances in light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and inexpensive high-resolution image sensors, several approaches have focused on reducing the cost and expertise necessary for microscopy so that it can be performed at the PoC. For example, fluorescence microscopy has been shown to improve diagnostic sensitivity for the diagnosis of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* compared to bright-field microscopy (10, 11), but laboratory-grade fluorescence microscopes are too costly for many low-resource settings. In response, commercially available LED-based fluorescence microscopes have been developed for low-resource settings, including a stand-alone fluorescence microscope.
from the Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics (FIND; http://www.findiagnositics.org), and adaptors have been designed to add fluorescence capability to traditional bright-field microscopes (10). Field tests with clinical samples in Uganda have shown that these LED-based fluorescence systems improve sensitivity and reduce examination time compared with bright-field microscopes (10). Furthermore, owing to the high performance and low cost of these systems—ranging from US$700 to US$1750—the WHO now recommends that LED fluorescence microscopy should replace conventional fluorescence microscopy. Miller and colleagues (11) developed an even lower-cost (US$240), stand-alone, battery-powered fluorescence field microscope that uses battery-operated LED flashlights. In a small pilot study of diagnostic accuracy for *M. tuberculosis* in clinical samples, concordant results were obtained with the field fluorescence microscope and a laboratory-grade fluorescence microscope in >98% of cases examined (11).

A modular, portable fluorescence microscope has been designed and evaluated in the laboratory for measuring white blood cell count and a three-part differential from a small drop of capillary blood applied to a disposable cartridge containing fluorescent dye (12). Mobile phone–based clinical microscopy has also shown promise for PoC testing in global health applications (13). A mobile phone–mounted microscope was used in the laboratory to image *Plasmodium falciparum*–infected and sickled red blood cells from patient samples in bright-field mode, and *M. tuberculosis*–infected sputum cells from patient samples in fluorescence mode using the camera in the phone and a liquid crystal display (LCD) screen to capture and display the images (13) (Fig. 2A). This approach opens the possibility of processing and storing images locally or transmitting them to a central location for interpretation and storage. However, quantitative image analysis can be complicated by proprietary and rapidly evolving image processing algorithms present across a diverse array of commercially available phones, such as iPhones (Apple) and HTCs (Windows, Android). For example, automatic focus can alter effective magnification, resulting in changes in apparent feature size, and built-in sharpening algorithms can produce halos around high-contrast structures. Strategies, therefore, have to be developed to control for these factors across a broad range of smartphones (14).

---

**Fig. 2. PoC microscopes and flow cytometers.** (A) A cell phone–based microscope. Four different cell phones were used to obtain images of a Wright-stained blood smear (14), illustrating the resulting differences in image resolution, color, and brightness. For global health care, these images can be viewed locally and transmitted remotely for storage or further analysis. [IMAGE: Visible Earth, NASA.] (B) Foldscope components, tools, and instructions used in its assembly. The cross-section view shows sample mount and translation mechanism, LED illumination, and imaging optics. The sample is inserted from the side. Images were acquired from 1-µm polystyrene beads in bright field, 2-µm fluorescent beads in fluorescence, a Giemsa-stained blood smear in lens array, and 6-µm polystyrene beads in dark field modes (15). (C) Schematic diagram and photo of a cell phone–based flow cytometer. The spatial resolution of the system is about 2 µm, and images acquired with the system show that it can resolve 2- and 4-µm-diameter fluorescent beads (18). Images reproduced from (14, 15, 18) with permission.
An ultra-low-cost, origami-based approach has recently been reported for developing bright-field, dark-field, and fluorescence microscopes that can withstand harsh field conditions (15). This “Foldscope” (http://www.foldscope.com) is assembled from a flat piece of paper, which is folded to hold an illumination system containing LEDs; imaging optics composed of microlenses; and a sample mounting system to hold, translate, and focus on a slide containing the specimen of interest. Images are viewable by eye or can be projected on a screen (Fig. 2B). Early bench tests show that the Foldscope can be used to visualize parasites such as *Giardia lamblia* and *Trypanosoma cruzi* in cultured samples (15). In a related approach, a lens-free cell phone microscope that uses in-line digital holography has been used to image biological samples with large field of view (for example, 20 to 30 mm²), without a trade-off in spatial resolution (16). Promising results have been obtained in the laboratory for blood smears, dilute samples of fixed waterborne parasites, and cytologic specimens from patients (17).

**Flow-based systems**

As an alternative to microscopy, several groups have proposed the use of cell phone–based imaging to develop on-chip flow cytometry systems (17–20). Ozcan and colleagues developed an imaging cytometry platform in which fluorescently labeled cells are flowed through a disposable microfluidic channel positioned above a cell phone camera (Fig. 2C). Excitation light from an LED is directed through the microfluidic channel to excite fluorescence, and spatial resolution is about 2 μm. Movies are acquired as objects flow through the microchannel and are processed to quantify the number and density of labeled particles. Pilot laboratory testing showed that whole blood labeled with a fluorescent dye could be used to estimate white blood cell density in reasonable agreement with a gold standard hematology analyzer: for 12 patient samples with white blood cell concentrations ranging from 4000 to 8000 cells/μl, the 95% limits of agreement were 1026 cells/μl (lower) and 347 cells/μl (upper) (18).

Flow-based systems provide an alternative approach to obtain the needed spatial resolution in a lens-free system. Sub-pixel resolution has been obtained by using an optofluidic system to flow specimens across an image sensor (21). Image reconstruction algorithms can yield submicron spatial resolution, and automated scanning of large sample volumes is possible. Bench testing showed that color images of red blood cells could be acquired to aid in recognizing cells infected with *Plasmodium falciparum* (22). In an alternate approach, a moving light source was used to illuminate the sample and create multiple shadow images of the sample over a light sensor. These low-resolution images were processed to yield a high-resolution image; proof-of-concept images of three types of cultured waterborne parasites were obtained using this approach (23). Currently, full-image reconstruction requires a few minutes of processing time using a personal computer with an Intel i3 processor. Alternative processing strategies must be developed to support field use in low-resource settings.

**Depth-resolved imaging**

Technological advances are also being made to add two-dimensional (2D) and 3D depth-resolved optical imaging capabilities to the PoC in a platform resembling the handheld otoscope and ophthalmoscope—two instruments that are ubiquitous in primary care medicine. For example, optical coherence tomography (OCT) (for depth-resolved imaging) has been integrated with video-based surface imaging in a handheld scanner with interchangeable tips to provide real-time microscopic assessment of tissue sites commonly examined in primary care, including the ears, eyes, skin, oral mucosa, and teeth (Fig. 3A) (24, 25). Several laboratory and translational clinical human studies in adults and children have demonstrated noninvasive identification of middle-ear biofilms and their relationship to the severity of otitis media (ear infections) (26)—one of the most common diseases in children that can often lead to hearing loss, speech and language delays, and lifelong disability, if not treated appropriately. Technologies such as these could not only provide high-resolution imaging for screening and diagnosis at the PoC but also be used to monitor treatment efficacy for guiding procedures and interventions.

**POINT-OF-PROCEDURE PLATFORMS**

The care of a patient often involves medical and surgical procedures performed by primary care providers and specialists. Universally, visualization is essential for a successful surgery, whether it be by naked eye or aided by imaging systems such as video-guided endoscopy or colonoscopy, ultrasound- or magnetic resonance–guided needle biopsy, or robotic-assisted procedures that rely on video imaging for internal manipulation of tissue. Most of these examples rely on either large imaging systems for whole-body imaging or video-based imaging to visualize surface features of tissues (in other words, not at the cellular or molecular scale). Histopathological assessment of tissue, as the gold standard, can provide cellular or molecular information. However, pathologists work on excised tissue removed at the PoP and assess the tissue within hours, with the full report days later.

Within medicine and surgery, there remain opportunities for PoP optical imaging to essentially bring the microscopic cellular and molecular imaging capabilities to health care providers in real time. This could be especially useful in situations where it is not safe or practical to remove tissue for histopathological assessment. Here, noninvasive or minimally invasive methods to evaluate the cellular- or molecular-level changes in tissue in situ are needed. Moreover, many low-resource settings lack the infrastructure and expertise needed for diagnostic pathology, so real-time diagnosis with robust, affordable systems would greatly improve care.

**Intraoperative imaging**

PoP imaging applications in surgery, particularly in the surgical treatment of breast cancer, have been an active area of research in recent years, largely because of the high 38% reoperation rate after breast conserving surgery (27). This high rate occurs because the surgical margins on the resected tissue/tumor specimen are often found to harbor tumor cells, implying that tumor cells remain within the surgical tumor cavity of the patient. Detecting these microscopically currently takes place in the pathology laboratory, often days after the surgical procedure has ended. OCT has been developed as a label-free PoP imaging technology to provide real-time intraoperative microscopic assessment of breast tumor margins and lymph nodes (28, 29). OCT relies on the inherent differences in optical scattering between tissue types, and can be performed using compact chip-based optical sources instead of large and costly lasers, making future translation of OCT into PoC applications in low-resource settings feasible. Because the biomechanical properties of tissues also change in disease processes, an imaging needle capable of both OCT and elastography measurements has been developed for probing breast tissue to localize the tumor boundary (30).

Several fluorescence-based techniques have also been reported to identify tumor tissue and cells along surgical margins, using endogenous autofluorescence (31) and the addition of exogenous fluorescent contrast agents injected intravenously (32) or at the tumor site, or even sprayed onto the surface of the tumor cavity during the open surgery (33). These exogenous agents may target to specific molecular receptors overexpressed on the tumor cells. The stronger fluorescence emission from exogenous agents permits wide-field imaging across the surgical field, which is challenging for point-scanning methods. These techniques can also identify spectroscopic molecular differences between tissue types, but weak autofluorescence can often require seconds of acquisition time per point. Real-time confocal microscopy, as a label-free modality, has been used to guide laser ablation of basal cell carcinoma and assess resected skin tumor and tissue specimens during Mohs surgeries, which replaces the time and expense of frequent histological processing of resected specimens (34).

**Outside the surgical suite**

Many medical procedures take place outside the surgical suite, and PoP imaging technologies have advanced these to provide real-time feedback for screening and diagnostic purposes, ahead of the results from the histopathological examination of tissue specimens acquired during biopsy. Fluorescence and spectroscopic methods have been widely used for disease diagnosis and treatment monitoring, often with image-based representations of these signals to spatially resolve changes in tissue. Portable handheld devices have enabled access to sampling and imaging the water, deoxyhemoglobin, and fat content of breast tissue in humans (Fig. 3B), with clear differences between normal and tumor tissue, as well as differences that predict early on the treatment response after chemotherapy (35, 36). A study involving nine breast cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy showed strong correlations between the functional optical image data and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) breast density, suggesting that this low-cost and portable optical imaging system could be used at the bedside to assess response to therapy (37).

Coherent optical methods can be used to collect scattering signatures from sub-resolution subcellular structures and, in turn, enable assessment of the local tissue microenvironment and the “field effect” in tissue (38). For colon and esophageal cancers, especially, the field effect could inform diagnosis and treatment options without the need to physically biopsy, retrieve, and process tissue specimens (39, 40). In other procedures in the gastrointestinal tract, a tethered capsule for OCT scanning of the esophagus could help screen patients with Barrett’s esophagus for progression to high-grade dysplasia and adenocarcinoma, with the goal of reducing the need to take random tissue biopsies (Fig. 3C) (41). Compact, battery-powered, low-cost imaging systems, some based on consumer-grade cameras, allow for PoP visualization of cells and tissues acquired from patients to diagnose disease earlier, such as precancer

![Fig. 3. PoC and PoP imaging systems. (A) Handheld OCT scanner for primary care imaging. The handheld unit with a built-in screen shows both the surface video image and the depth-resolved OCT images in real time. Interchangeable tips are used for imaging various tissue sites. Reproduced from (24, 25) with permission. (B) A handheld diffuse optical spectroscopy scanner generates images based on water, deoxyhemoglobin, and fat content in the human breast for early identification of treatment response during chemotherapy. When compared to breast MRI, the low-cost and portable optical imaging system data strongly correlate with breast density and provide additional functional information. Reproduced from (37) with permission. (C) A tethered imaging capsule coupled to a portable OCT system enables rapid high-resolution 3D imaging of the human esophagus for screening and surveillance of premalignant changes in Barrett’s esophagus patients. The tethered imaging capsule is swallowed, then pulled back during image acquisition to collect the 3D image data. Reproduced from (41) with permission.](image-url)
applications (42–44). These devices have been used for cervical precancer detection in low-resource settings in Botswana (45) and China (43). New peptide-targeted fluorescent dyes have been developed to target esophageal high-grade dysplasia and adenocarcinoma; in vivo studies in 25 patients with Barrett’s esophagus show increased fluorescence in neoplastic regions and suggest that molecular PoP imaging may improve targeted biopsy and early detection (46).

SCREENING VERSUS DIAGNOSTICS

Although the above platforms can be divided into applications for PoC and PoP imaging, it is also possible to consider the roles of these technologies along the spectrum of patient care, namely, screening for disease, diagnosing a disease, and monitoring the treatment or intervention of a disease. Imaging technologies for screening applications are targeted toward use in the general population, which consists primarily of healthy individuals that do not have any obvious signs or symptoms of a disease, who are being seen for preventative health care and wellness visits. Here, the goal is to rapidly and inexpensively identify abnormal findings from normal variants, with less emphasis on identifying precisely what disease may be present. Screening PoC and PoP imaging technologies are most needed at this front line of our health care system because early detection of disease generally results in early treatment and more effective outcomes. In designing early detection programs, it is important to balance the potential benefits of early detection against the potential harms associated with screening. For example, a recent review of breast cancer screening outcomes in Europe noted that for every 1000 women screened biennially between the ages of 50 and 69 years, an estimated 7 to 9 breast cancer deaths are avoided; however, 200 women have at least one false-positive screening result, and 30 of those women undergo an invasive procedure, such as a needle biopsy that yields a negative result (47).

Diagnostic PoC or PoP technologies are used for patients that have a disease, with the need to determine the specific type to select or guide treatment. Although the gold standard for diagnosis is histopathology, PoC/PoP imaging technologies can shift the point of diagnosis into real time, when this information can be used during care and during procedure interventions. Finally, PoC/PoP imaging can be used for treatment monitoring to determine if the therapy is or will be effective, with the potential to save time and costs, and open further options for alternative treatments. For example, new functional and metabolic imaging techniques have shown promise as early predictors of tumor response to therapy, potentially enabling treatment regimens tailored for maximum response and minimal toxicity (48, 49). Diffusion-weighted MRI, dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI, and 18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography all have shown promise as early response indicators, but are still at the investigational stage (48). Imaging tumor hypoxia and adaptation to hypoxia also appears predictive of response to therapy (49) and can be measured with optical instrumentation that is suitable for use at the PoP (50).

These example platforms also represent different stages along the path of development, commercialization, and integration. Early-stage technologies are identified as those with engineered and functional systems placed in clinical settings for initial first-to-human or small clinical feasibility studies. Representative early-stage PoC technologies include OCT as a screening and diagnostic technique for primary care applications (24, 25) and the innovative low-cost Foldscope platform for assembling a working microscope (15) (Figs. 2 and 3). Among the early-stage PoP technologies are different optical imaging modalities and methods, including fluorescence (32), spectroscopy (31), and OCT (28, 29) for tumor margin assessment. Mid-stage technologies are identified as those currently involved in larger multi-institutional trials in either low- and high-resource countries. A representative example of a mid-stage PoC technology is the implementation of fluorescence microscopy as a replacement for bright-field microscopy (10). Representative mid-stage PoP technologies include the handheld scanner for spectroscopic imaging of breast tumors and tissue for assessing treatment response (37, 51), as well as the array of optical techniques to evaluate the field effect of carcinogenesis during gastrointestinal imaging procedures (38). Late-stage technologies are those that have been widely evaluated in clinical trials and have been adopted by health care providers and integrated into health care systems. At the PoP, the use of visual examination has been successfully used to detect and enable immediate treatment of cervical precancer in low-resource settings (52), and optical technologies to improve specificity of visual inspection are in early-stage development (43). Currently, despite a large and increasing number of new PoC imaging technologies, none can be considered late-stage. However, as described later, the successful implementation of the rapid HIV test is a non-imaging example for a late-stage PoC technology (53) and one that perhaps establishes a pathway for the imaging-based technologies to follow.

CHANGING THE HEALTH CARE INFRASTRUCTURE

What might the opportunities be if we could redesign our frontline PoC and PoP health care system enterprise from scratch? This opportunity exists in low-resource countries, and lessons learned from such a transformation could be brought back to improve the standard of care—and potentially reduce costs—in high-resource countries. Currently, in high-resource settings, new technologies are almost always incorporated as an addition to the standard of care; so, even though they may improve care, it is often at a higher cost (54). Low-resource settings face the necessity of defining a new standard of care, one where new technologies can be developed to provide the high-quality care for greater value (55). Similar to the rapid expansion of cell phone networks in developing countries, which leapfrogged land lines, new technology—or health care models based on systems engineering principles—may leapfrog traditional medical exams, tools, and visits (56).

In both settings, it is important to ensure that screening and diagnostic technologies are implemented at the PoC in ways that maximize their potential benefit (57). Decision analysis provides a tool to examine the health and economic costs of trade-offs in sensitivity and specificity (58). The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation convened the Global Health Diagnostics Forum to estimate the potential impact of new PoC diagnostic tools for a broad range of infectious diseases (57). Researchers developed a model to estimate the potential impact of new diagnostics for bacterial pneumonia, HIV/AIDS, diarrheal diseases, malaria, tuberculosis, and sexually transmitted infections, and determined the test sensitivity, specificity, and infrastructure requirements necessary to achieve these benefits (57, 58). Results showed that substantial benefits are possible from new diagnostics, and that to achieve maximum benefit, tests should not require clean water, electricity, or trained staff. Improvements in access to new diagnostics were forecast to have greater health impact than improvements in test accuracy (59).
The use of decision analysis to predict health impacts can guide the development and optimization of new imaging tools for use at the PoC and PoP, and can explicitly include health outcomes and costs associated with trade-offs between sensitivity and specificity. For example, a new test for bacterial pneumonia with 95% sensitivity and 85% specificity in a setting with minimal laboratory infrastructure could save an estimated 405,000 lives if accompanied by greater access to treatment (58, 60). The greatest number of lives can be saved if a new test requires only minimal infrastructure. In Africa, a test with 90% sensitivity could save 117,000 lives, but a more sensitive test is required in Asia and Latin America because treatment based on clinical symptoms would instead be directed by a less sensitive test (60). In regions where overuse of antibiotics is common, a test that has 85% specificity could save 253,000 lives by reducing overtreatment. A 1% increase in sensitivity could save an additional 14,000 lives, whereas a 1% increase in specificity could save an additional 8000 lives (60).

Cancer has a rising incidence in low-income countries. Although a noncommunicable disease, there is a distinct challenge in improving cancer diagnosis and care because it is recognized at a late stage owing to the stigmas associated with disease as well as the lack of tools and education for routine screening and diagnostics (61–63). In 2012, 60% of those diagnosed with cancer lived in Africa, Asia, and Central and South America (61). By 2030, the cancer burden in sub-Saharan Africa is expected to increase by more than 85% (62). In most low-income countries, those diagnosed with cancer have advanced disease (62). Cancer care requires an infrastructure that does not exist in many low-income countries. For example, only 24 of 53 African countries report availability of radiation therapy, and in Ethiopia, there are only two radiation machines for a population of more than 60 million people (62).

Early diagnosis is essential to reduce cancer morbidity and mortality in these regions. The first essential step is confirmed histologic diagnosis, but pathology facilities are inadequate in most African settings (7, 62). It has been estimated that countries in sub-Saharan Africa have about 1/10th of the pathology coverage that exists in high-resource settings. Indeed, with the exception of Botswana and South Africa, all countries in the region have less than 1 pathologist per 500,000 people (7). Inadequate access to pathology services can lead to a cycle of ineffective health care practice and gaps in the ability of clinicians to treat patients when treatment would be most effective and least costly, painful, and debilitating (7).

As an example, breast cancer is the most common cancer in women in the world today (excluding nonmelanoma skin cancers), and incidence rates are rising by as much as 5% annually in low-resource settings. The Breast Global Health Initiative, a public–private partnership that aims to improve breast health care for women around the world, has held several consensus meetings to identify breast cancer control issues and implementation strategies for low- and middle-income countries (64). The greatest challenges identified for low-income countries are poor community awareness that breast cancer is treatable, inadequate diagnostic pathology services, and fragmented treatment options, typically involving only surgery or broad chemotherapy (64). In high-resource settings, diagnostic pathology relies on core needle biopsy, but in low-resource settings, needle biopsy is often not available because of costs and lack of pathologists. There is debate about whether fine-needle aspiration cytology could be used as a more affordable alternative, but this also requires access to trained cytologists (64). Confocal fluorescence microscopy of proflavine-stained core needle breast biopsies shows promise to enable real-time assessment of the presence of neo-plasia with high accuracy because it can produce images of architectural features in breast tissue comparable with conventional histology, with minimal processing (65).

Finally, twinning partnerships—where health care institutions in high-resource countries offer expertise and mentorship to partner institutions in low-resource countries—have been formed to help improve cancer care (61). Such partnerships could offer a model to connect technology developers in low- and high-resource countries to support the development of appropriate technologies to help provide and improve cancer care in both low- and high-resource settings. One benefit of this strategy is that local researchers are often highly effective conduits to facilitate interactions with local policy-makers (66).

COMMERCIALIZATION PATHS

PoC and PoP imaging technologies, like most technologies in biomedical engineering, are driven forward by goals for translating ideas from “bench to bedside,” where laboratory-based techniques or systems are first used in limited clinical studies to demonstrate preliminary feasibility. Federal agencies such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH) have been instrumental in supporting this translational research, and in particular, the National Institute for Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB) and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Cancer Imaging Program have supported many imaging technology– and tool-driven research projects. Although there has been an emphasis on translational research outcomes, there remains a critical need for furthering the clinical integration or adoption of new technologies into our health care systems, both in developed and developing countries.

Fundamentally, there is a need for these new technologies not only to be demonstrated in clinical studies but also to change clinical practice or the standard of care for disease screening, diagnostics, and treatment monitoring. As a scientific community, we should consider opportunities for transformational research, or research outcomes that become more widely disseminated and adopted, and transform the standard of care (Fig. 4). Driven first by an identified health care need, imaging technology development is demonstrated and refined at the laboratory bench, then translated toward the patient bedside, or the clinical application that addresses the health care need. We need to consider research projects and programs, however, that do not stop at this stage of patient feasibility, but expand from patient studies to population studies through expanded clinical trials and comparison and validation against current methods or practices. To expand from translational research to transformational research is to develop partnerships with industry, governments, or private foundations to commercialize the technologies developed in academic research settings and facilitate their broader dissemination and use. Successful dissemination, implementation, adoption, and integration of imaging technologies at this final stage would likely result in a new standard of care (Fig. 4).

Rapid HIV tests are an example of the kind of transformational change that is possible with improved PoC testing (53). The majority of people living with HIV are in sub-Saharan Africa, where health care is accessed largely through centers that lack the capacity to implement early laboratory diagnostic methods based on enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay or Western blot. In the 1990s, lateral flow–based HIV tests were developed; these accurate, inexpensive, easy-to-use tests enabled health center personnel to offer rapid HIV testing. Patients could be immediately triaged for treatment without loss to follow-up (53), and...
pregnant women could be tested and treated to help prevent transmission from mother to child (67). Today, HIV testing in low-resource settings is often provided by specially trained expert patients or community health workers (53). It is difficult to understate the impact of improved PoC testing on the HIV pandemic; indeed, in the last decade, expanded global access to antiretroviral treatment has reduced the annual global number of deaths due to HIV from 3.2 million in 2001 to 2.5 million in 2011, as well as the annual number of new HIV infections from 1.9 million to 1.7 million during the same period (53).

Although PoC/PoP imaging technologies have yet to achieve such transformational impact, several opportunities show similar promise. For example, proof-of-concept optical and imaging technologies have recently been demonstrated to measure several different components of a complete blood count (CBC), including hemoglobin concentration (68, 69), white blood cell count (12, 18), and differential (12, 70). The CBC is an extremely valuable clinical measurement used to identify anemia, to differentiate between bacterial and viral causes of infection, and to help direct the appropriate use of antibiotics (71). In high-resource settings, a CBC is usually measured by flow cytometry to count cells of different sizes. Alternatively, image analysis techniques are used to count stained cells, using a thin blood smear. Some tools exist to measure components of the CBC at the PoC; however, the per-test costs exceed $1—a price that is not affordable in many low-resource settings (68). PoC technologies in development have the potential to reduce both the hardware cost and the per-test cost by one to two orders of magnitude; if realized, this could transform the practice of primary care in low-resource settings, helping to more effectively diagnose and treat some of the most common causes of child and maternal morbidity and potentially reduce overuse of antibiotics that contribute to the development of drug resistance.

Similarly, new PoC and PoP technologies to improve early detection of cancer could have a transformative effect. More than one-third of Americans will be diagnosed with cancer at some time in their lives, and costs of cancer in the United States exceeded $219 billion in 2008 (72). In the next 20 years, the number of global deaths due to cancer will double (73). Detecting and treating cancer before metastasis markedly improves odds of survival; when detected late, treatment is less effective, has greater morbidity, and is more expensive. Early detection and treatment may be the best, most cost-effective means to improve survival and quality of life. Although improvements in early detection have helped reduce cancer mortality, the full potential of early detection has yet to be realized. Furthermore, cancer patients who are uninsured are more likely to be diagnosed later and have lower survival than patients with insurance (72). At a time when the global incidence of cancer is rapidly increasing and 13% of Americans lack health insurance, there is an urgent need for effective and affordable tools to facilitate early detection and management of cancer. Translating promising PoC and PoP technologies into routine clinical practice will require multicenter, prospective validation trials; commercial approval of cost-effective platforms; and reimbursement strategies that support their adoption.

With the potential to rapidly generate images using these PoC and PoP technologies, and given the shortage or inaccessibility of expert radiologists or pathologists trained to interpret these images for medical decision-making, another transformative effect will be the implementation of automated image interpretation algorithms that could locally identify and flag suspicious features in images or identify image-based indicators of disease. Technologies already in use include the automated, image-based interpretation of Pap smear slides to prescreen slides and identify those for closer examination by a cytopathologist. A study involving 70,522 Pap smears, divided between automated screening using the Thin Prep Imaging System and manual screening, showed similar rates of detection for high-grade lesions (74). Computer-aided detection algorithms are also in use for assisting radiologists in identifying suspicious masses on x-ray mammograms. These were developed because of the high false-positive recall rates that reduce the efficacy of screening mammography, lead to additional invasive biopsy procedures, and increase overall health care costs. By using image feature analysis schemes with artificial neural network classifiers tested on databases of digital mammography images, it is possible to reduce false-positive recall rates (75). Such automated analyses can be supported and run on computer-based platforms or increasingly powerful smartphone

![Fig. 4. Translational research and transformational changes to health care.](http://stm.sciencemag.org/)

Driven by health care needs, PoC and PoP imaging technologies are increasingly being translated from the bench to the patient bedside via technology development and initial clinical application studies. However, these initial translational efforts frequently stall without advancing toward commercialization and wider dissemination for larger populations of patients unless supported and funded by industry, government, and/or private foundations. With such support, transformational changes can occur by first validating the imaging technology against the current standard of care, followed by successfully overcoming the challenges associated with the integration and adoption of the imaging technology as the new standard of care.
computing hardware. The ability to transmit image data across communication networks can facilitate either automated interpretation at remote sites linked to extensive databases of images with known diagnoses or direct interpretation of the transmitted image data by experts around the world (Fig. 2A).

There are several paths toward commercialization and dissemination. Innovation and entrepreneurship have been an established pathway for technology transfer, and in 2012, nearly 100 companies were marketing or developing tools for PoC testing (8). New start-up companies, often founded by faculty, researchers, and students from academic research laboratories, have leveraged investments from venture capital firms, angel investors, larger companies, and U.S. government–funded Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) programs. To help bridge the gap between early-stage technology and commercialization for photonics-based technologies, organizations such as Open Photonics Inc. have introduced new grant programs to show proof of concept, develop prototypes, and move toward commercialization (http://www.open-photonics.com). Given the rapidly developing interest in mobile health platforms and portable PoC/PoP systems, there are for-profit motivations that are driving technological development and commercialization in the space of PoC/PoP imaging technologies in developed countries, which have the potential to shift these commercialized technology to developing countries and low-resource settings.

The use and integration of large-volume, low-cost, consumer-driven electronics and technologies, including smartphones and their communication networks, have fueled technological innovation to use these technologies for new PoC and PoP imaging applications (76, 77). However, much of this same technology is driven by a large consumer user base demanding ever-increasing capabilities and performance, which results in rapid outdating of technologies that may only be a year or two old. This poses problems for the developing world, where technology is adopted more slowly, and more importantly, for researchers trying to adopt these technologies for imaging platforms. Also, given the competitive marketplace in this technology space, there exist many different platforms that may restrict cross-platform compatibility. Therefore, new ideas for establishing a long-term implementation and use model are critically needed if we are to fully leverage the advantages in consumer electronics. Partnerships with major manufacturers of these consumer electronics (Fig. 4), such as cell phone manufacturers, could ensure long-term support for specific product lines that would only facilitate their adoption and long-term use in these PoC/PoP technologies, particularly for those distributed to low-resource global health care settings.

A second route toward commercialization and dissemination is driven by philanthropic support from private foundations (Fig. 4), such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Clinton Foundation, the Lemelson Foundation, and the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, typically for devices targeting developing countries. Many of these contributions have been directed toward addressing challenges in infectious diseases and women’s and children’s health, with some emphasis on chronic diseases such as obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and cancer. Nevertheless, these foundations do support advances in PoC/PoP imaging technologies, which are inherently adaptable for targeting chronic diseases.

A third route, either separately or in conjunction with the other routes, is via the support of local, regional, and national governments (Fig. 4). This support is essential not only for adoption and integration of PoC/PoP imaging technologies but also for providing the needed infrastructure to use and maintain the new technologies. Needed support is not only financial but also through personnel, facilities, policies, and agencies. For example, the NIBIB has partnered with the Department of Science and Technology in India to leverage resources of the two countries to fund research leading to the development of new low-cost medical technologies, such as those for measuring blood pressure that automatically provide frequent feedback to both patients and health care workers. Collectively, the paths for commercialization and dissemination require a coordination of these different routes, a consensus for improving health and the health care systems, and resources to support these efforts. Development assistance for health, which includes support from public and private funders to improve health in low-resource settings, increased rapidly from $5.8 billion in 1990 to $28.8 billion in 2010 (both in 2011 USD). However, with the global economic crisis in 2010 to 2012, this assistance stagnated. Additional investments of more than $23 billion/year are needed to scale up health technologies and systems to close the gap in the rates of infectious disease–based child and maternal mortality between the best-performing middle-income countries and other low- and middle-income countries by 2035 (78).

CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL OUTCOMES

In low- and high-resource settings alike, there is an important need to change the way we think about imaging technologies. Rather than relegating imaging to the pathology laboratory or the radiology department, imaging technologies can improve frontline health care, resulting in more rapid and accurate diagnoses and more immediate and appropriate therapies. However, there are challenges to this lofty goal. To be effective at the PoC/PoP, such technologies need to be simple. Incorporating the consumer electronics industry into novel PoC/PoP device development affords the opportunity to leverage millions of dollars of investment to include imaging, processing, and networking capabilities in a single device. However, the rapid evolution of such devices and the use of proprietary image processing algorithms (14) may make it difficult to secure Food and Drug Administration approval for technologies incorporating mobile phones or other consumer-grade technologies. One way to address this challenge is to standardize such platforms. Manufacturers may be motivated to do this because it ensures deeper penetration into remote markets for longer periods.

The technical limitations of optical imaging techniques can be difficult to define because these are often specific to the application and to the value of the information received. In general, an optical imaging platform would be considered successful if the sensitivity and specificity of its measurement added clinical value. However, for many of the early- and mid-stage PoC and PoP technologies reported here, the clinical value for the use of the technology has yet to be determined from larger clinical trials and tracking outcomes. In Frost’s book, Access: How Do Good Health Technologies Get to Poor People in Poor Countries?, three limitations were identified that must be overcome for success (79). The technology must be (i) affordable, so that there are low barriers for purchase or use; (ii) available, so that it can be readily made, approved, and implemented; and (iii) adoptable, so that there is a need and willingness to change current practices or habits. These limitations are likely to be more challenging to overcome than the specific technical challenges that may exist.

Major limitations in infrastructure remain in developing countries. Even technologies that can be properly used by minimally trained personnel and that do not require external power or water cannot improve health
in the absence of a functional supply chain for delivery, good training programs, clinical guidelines, and routine maintenance programs to support their effective use (80). There are well-documented challenges associated with sustained implementation of new technologies in low-resource settings (79, 80). Developing a new, PoC/PoP technology—based standard of care requires a base of evidence to understand what models of deployment are most cost-effective and what infrastructure is necessary to support these models. Researchers, funders, and policymakers must invest additional effort to ensure that evidence-based recommendations are actually implemented at scale in communities with the greatest need (66).

The inherent costs associated with new intellectual property for devices targeted toward use in low-resource communities are often viewed by commercial partners as a challenge to innovation. However, in a recent study exploring research and development investments by country revealed that many of the sectors with growth are emerging economies that will likely exert a major pull for growth in the medical technology industry (81). Given the economic differences between low- and high-resource countries, it is expected that much of the intellectual property interest, protection, and market forces will be driven by high-resource countries, and be profitable in these countries. However, we envision that these technological developments, effectively implemented, would carry over into low-resource countries and communities, and in a cyclical and reciprocal manner, the experiences in low-resource settings would serve to refine the technological solutions for low-cost, portable, user-friendly, and diagnostically useful devices that will improve the quality of health care in high-resource countries. In the long term, sustaining access to a new technology requires that the technology be affordable, that it is available at the point of use, and that payers, providers, and patients are willing to adopt the technology (79). Access is facilitated when technology developers and policy-makers cooperate throughout the early stages of test development and assessment, regulatory approval, and introduction to the health system to ensure that all three conditions are met (79).

Technological breakthroughs are needed to overcome many of the challenges and limitations that we have identified. Advances in imaging resolution, acquisition rates, automated detection and diagnosis algorithms, and hardware configurations will always be welcomed, but none of these would constitute breakthroughs needed for success. In fact, complex, highly engineered systems often exceed basic requirements to visualize cells and tissues at microscopic levels for medical decision-making. Given the large number of technologies that exist, why is it so challenging to put these into clinical practice and change the standard of care? The breakthroughs must come in the practical implementation of our technologies, focusing on what has been called “implementation science” (80). By more effectively understanding the science behind the implementation of these technologies and by reengineering the processes by which these technologies are implemented, we will be able to put optical imaging technologies into global practice at the PoC and PoP to improve early detection and effective treatment of disease in ways that improve both access to care and health outcomes.
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